**TASTING TIPS**

**How would you describe the color?**

**What happens when you swirl the glass?**

**What aromas can you detect?**

How does this compare to aromas of a different Bourbon?

**How do the flavors change as the Bourbon moves from the front to the back of your tongue?**

How does the second sip compare to the first?

What happens to the flavor when you add water or ice?

---

**SIMILARITIES**

- Same proof, different ages
- All barrel proof selections
- Same ages

**DIFFERENCES**

- Rye vs. wheat
- Low proof vs. high proof
- Older vs. younger

---

**TAKE FLIGHT.** Use this guide to map out your journey and to toast your delicious finish to the Kentucky Bourbon Trail® tour.

Build a flight of 3 or 4 Bourbons to highlight similarities or differences.

---

**PLEASE ENJOY RESPONSIBLY. MUST BE 21 TO SAMPLE. KENTUCKY BOURBON TRAIL®, BOURBON TRAIL™ AND KENTUCKY BOURBON TRAIL CRAFT TOUR® ARE TRADEMARKS/SERVICE MARKS OF THE KENTUCKY DISTILLERS’ ASSOCIATION.**